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WHAT IS A COOPERATIVE? 
A farmer cooperative is a business enterprise one organized, owned, 
and controlled by farmer members who have joined together voluntarily to 
provide themselves with needed supplies and/or services. 
Cooperatives have long been a part of the American free enterprise 
system. They go back to Colonial days when neighbors helped each other 
clear land, build roads, and harvest crops. About 1810, farmers in Goshen, 
Conn., experimented with cooperative dairying and around 1900 there were 342 
cooperative creameries in Ohio. Grain and livestock marketing cooperatives 
and farm supply purchasing associations soon followed. 
There have, of course, been vast changes in the agricultural economy 
since those days and the focus of cooperatives has changed with the times. 
Today's cooperatives perform a massive array of tasks for their members 
They market about a fourth of u. s. farm products and help farmers obtain 
about a fifth of their supplies. And members add to their incomes and reduce 
their costs by use of this business tool. Other services cooperatives provide 
range from a.tificial breeding, soil testing, credit, irrigation, and insurance. 
Rural credit unions and rural telephone and electric cooperatives have helped 
farmers improve their living. 
To accomplish these tasks, many small cooperatives have merged into 
larger local cooperatives to serve more members as community and trading 
areas have expanded. Many of these local cooperatives have joined together 
to form federated cooperatives. 
Farmer cooperatives are chartered under State Laws and operate under 
the same federal and State business laws and regulations as other firms. 
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There are three basic principles that distinguish cooperatives from other 
types of corporate businesses: 
l. Cooperatives provide goods and services to members at cost. Savings 
(or net margins) above costs are returned to patrons in proportion to their 
use of the cooperative. 
2. Control of the cooperative is in the hands of its members. Tradi-
tionally, cooperatives operate on a one member - one vote basis. However, 
about 25 percent of the States permit cooperatives to allocate a limited 
number of votes according to the number of shares of stock a member holds 
or the extent of his patronage. In Ohio the laws say no member of a 
stock coop shall have m.ore than 1/20 of the total votes. (l729.10-E-G) 
3. Federal and State laws specify maximum interest rate of 8% that 
a cooperative may P!Y on stock. (1729.10 F) This is to keep ownership 
in the hands of its users rather than investors who are primarily interested 
in a profitable return on their investment. 
Cooperatives are truly a part of our dynamic competitive economy. 
A COOPERATIVE IS A BUSINESS 
A cooper~tive is a busineas formed by a group of people to obtain 
certain serv ces for themselves m.ore effectively or more economically than 
they can obtain them individually. Cooperative members own, finance, and 
operate their business for their mutual benefit. Cooperative members 
draw up by-laws and other necessary legal papers. Members elect a board 
of directors. The board hires a ma~ger and makes general policies. 
The uianager runs the day-to-day business. 
A COOPERATIVE DEFINEDl 
"A cooperative is a voluntary contractual organization of persons 
I Cooperative C~iteria, Service Report 71, Farmer Cooperative Service, 
February. 1965 
having a mutual ownership interest in providing themselves a 
needed service(s) on a nonprofit basis. It is usually organized 
as a legal entity to accomplish an economic objective through 
joint participation of its members. In a cooperative the invest-
ment and operational risks, benefits gained, or losses incurred 
are shared equitably by its members in proportion to their use 
of the cooperative's services. A cooperative is democratically 
controlled by its members on the basis of their status as a 
member-user and not as investors in the capital structure of 
the cooperatives." 
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A cooperative is not an easy solution to all economic problems. A 
cooperative is a business operation. It must be organized, financed, and 
operated just as any other business on Main Street. A coop cannot assure 
that a farmer, upon joining, will immediately solve his problems; nor can 
a coop guarantee to turn a marginal farming operation into a successful 
conunercial farming operation. A cooperative cannot, in our competitive 
economy, continuously pay farmers the highest price for his produce or 
sell supplies at the lowest price. 
When a cooperative is organized and goes into business it can increase 
competition . nd improve the service of the existing businesses dealing with 
farmers in the area served by the new cooperative. In our free competitive 
economy these new services and any price advantages are soon met by other 
businesses. 
A member of a farmer cooperative qiust do business with his cooperative 
if he expects it to be successful. Far too often producers have used their 
marketing cooperative as a dumping ground for their low quality or excess 
products, and their supply cooperatives to provide service only. As a 
result, the cooperative has not been as successful as it could have been. 
Even though it may continue to operate, it cannot achieve its potential 
if members do not use it as fully as possible. 
CHA PACTER!S'l'ICS 
l.MERlCAN FORMS OF BUSINESS 
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UNITED STATES CAPPER VOLSTEAD ACT 
An Act to Authorize Association of Producers of Agricultural Products 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, that persons engaged in the 
production of agricultural products as farmers, planters, ranchmen, dairymen, 
nut or fruit growers may act together in associations, corporate or otherwise, 
with or without capital stock, in collectively processing, preparing for market, 
handling, and marketing in interstate and foreign commerce, such products 
of persons so engaged. 
Such associations may have marketing agencies in common; and such associations 
and their members may make the necessary contracts and agreements to effect 
such purposes; Provided, however, That such associations are operated for the 
mutual benefit of the members thereof, as such producers, and conform to 
one or both of the following requirements: 
First, That no member of the association is allowed more th.an one vote 
because of the amount of stock or membership capital he may own therein, or, 
Second, That the association does not pay dividends on stock or membership 
capital in excess of 8 per centum per annum. 
And in any case to the following: 
Third, That the association shall not deal in the products of non-members to 
an amount greater in value than such as are handled by it for members. 
Section 2. That if the Secretary of Agriculture shall have reason to believe 
that any such association monopolizes or restrains trade in interstate or for-
eign commerce to such an extent that the price of any agricultural product 
is unduly enhanced by reason thereof, he shall serve upon such association 
a complaint stating his charge in that respect, to which complaint shall 
be attached, or contained thereir, a notice of hearing, specifying a day and 
place not less than thirty days after the service thereof. requiring the 
associa ,on to show cause why an order should not be made directing it to 
cease and Jisist: from monopolization or restraint of trade. 
t'.n associat5 <.1n so complained of may at the time and place so fixed show cause 
why such order should not be entered. The evidence given on such a hearing 
shall be taken under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture 
r;i,ay prescribe, reduced to writing, and made a part of the record therein. If 
upon such hear~ng t~e Secretary of Agriculture shall be of the opinion that 
such association mon~nolizes or restrains trade in interstate or foreign 
commerce to such an ~xtent that the price of any agricultural product is unduly 
en.~anced thereby, he 3hall issue and cause to be served upon the association 
an order reciting the facts found by him, directing such association to 
cease and desist fro .• ~ monopolization or restraint of trade. 
On the request of. such associatic:" ur ir such asso;::iation fails or neglects 
fo1 thirty days to obey such ordet-, the Secretary o~ Agric•1lture ah.all file 
Ln the district court in thE.: judicial district :n which such association has 
iU> principal place of busines~; :i. certibed CO?Y of the order and of all the 
records in the proceedint'. .. together with a peticion asking that the order oe 
enforced, and sha.Ll giw~ ~iotice to the Attorney Gene:-al and to said association 
of such filing. Sur:h dist,.ict czni:.t :;;hall c:hr.:reupon h.'lve jiH"isdiction to enter 
a d2cree affirming, mc•di~y11.g, or :>et.tiag asi<le said order, or enter such 
other decree as the c0urt 1ue.y dee::1 equitable, and may make rules as to 
plead i..ngs and prcc:eeding.s to he had in considering such order. The place of 
trial may, for causf.; ur by consent of parti.es, be c.hangec as in other causes. 
'T'r,e facts fo12nd 1 y ::l:t~ Secretary ('I t\gr:i.>'.:elt•u:e and recited or set forth in 
said order shall r,'=' ; .. ~1.r:-..:; •'acie t:<:.idence 1Jf. audi facr.s, :::iut either party may 
adduce additio1Hl c>., :.d<::nce. The Li<::;i::n t1nen~. c,t .Justice shall have charge of 
court and while pendi.n:; r;::r review tl·J,y-ei.r,, the cou:.-r: may issue a temporary 
w;:;.·: :if in;unct.:i'..rJ'i :o:bidding such as:;uci.a.tion ir:·rn '.riolating such order of 
any :-iart thereo.f. ·;::P court: may, urn:. c;.-·~clusion of its hearing,· enforce 
it_;; ·iecree by a r'i~n;·.:;.nent i.n~ur-ct.J'.>n ··" <•t:·;,"r .1.ppr'.lpriate remedy. Service of 
suc···l. c'.)mplaint ar·,1 :>; all notices rcay be :1J'jl'.lt: upon such association by 
se:::·Jice upon A.n ,ff.,c.;::-r or aG,ent thereof '"'~~ag•~d i;; ·:n.rrying on its 
business, or an ;:;::;y <i":t:r;rney author):z:ed t:o npi·H~Rr iri such proceeding for 
st.teh association, a.nd such service s'::all tJP <1iodint; upon such association, 
Lhe officers, .::nd 'i"l~'nb(~rs tl:.er1'.!of. 
J,pproved, Febni.arv 1-'.·,, 1922 
~ r" ~mi ~ '-'" a. "'° :,,:'"'·DO~~r~t~~1e 1,;~~i;~~<edng "''~ 
cf e 
5~te oi Ohio 
Chapter 1729 
Otherwise known as 
Senate Bill 266, Session of 1923 legislature 
"Green-Farnswor1h law" 
Charles H. Ingraham 
Department of Agriculiurat Economics 
and Rural Sociology 
Cooperative Extension Service 




1729.01 Terms used ln section governing 
agrieultural cooperatives. 
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In sections 172£! Ul to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Re 
\'1sr.:d Cude 
1 A J "Agricultural produds"' includes horticultural, 
vit1rnltural, fon·~try, da:ry. livestock, poultry, bee and 
farm products 
( B) 'A1>snc1at1on" means any corporation orgamzed 
under section~ li'29.01 to 172:) 27, int:lusive, of the Re-
•lH.:d Cod!:' 
( C 1 'Memter mclud'3s <ictual membPrs of associa-
t wns without capital stock and holders of common st(Jck 
m asso<'iat1ons organized v..1th caµ1tal stoek. 
(DJ "}'l•rson" rndudcs individuals, firms, partner-
1'lnps, corporations, and a1:>soc1alions. 
A<>sociation~ shall be deen;ed non-profit, inasmuch as 
they are not organized to make profit for themselves as 
such. or for the1r members as such, but only for their 
mc-mb(·rs as producers. 
1729.02 Purposes 
An association may be organized to engage in any 
activity m connectwn with the marketing or selling of 
ttw agrirnltural products of its members, with the har-
vesting, presen.rng, drying, processing, canning, pack-
ing, gradini<, storing, handling. shipping, or utilization 
of such product~. or with the manufacturing or market-
ing of the by-produets of such products; to engage in any 
activity in connection with the manufacturing, selling, 
or supplying to its members of machinery, equipment 
or supplies of any kind; to engage in services in con· 
nection with activities authorized by sections 1729.01 to 
1729 27, inclusive, of the Revised Code: 'H' to engage in 
the financing of the activities enumerated in this sec· 
t wn. Such assot:1at10n may be organized to engage in an~ 
one or more of such activities, but this section does not 
authorize any professional services otherwise prohibited 
b,v law 
1729.03 Powers 
Each ass<>ciation incorporated under sections 17 Z9.01 
to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code shall have the 
following powers: 
1 ,\ ! It may engage in any activity in connection with 
the marketing, selling, preserving, harvesting, dry;ng, 
processing, manufa<'tunng, canning, packing, grading, 
~~toring, handling, or utilization on any agricultural prod-
ucts produced or delivered to it by its members or others, 
nr with tht· manufacturing or marlceting of the by· 
products of such products; any activities in connection 
with the purchase. sale, hiring. or use by its members 
or others, of supplit's. ma<'hinery, or equipment of any 
kind: may engage in services in connection with any 
11l'tivities authorized b~ sections 1729.01 to 1729.27, in· 
<'lusiw. of the Revised Code, or may engage in the 
financing of such activities. Such association may engage 
in any one or more of the activities specified in this sec· 
tion but this section does not authorize any professional 
c,en:ices otherwise prohibited by law. 
Any sw·h assorio.tion ma:. li!11!t it;; activitie~ tu the 
h:i.ndling ur l h(' marketing :if rrodur:ts of its own m.eir-
'Jers. exr< pt fur stc•rage. If it hanrJ!'2s the products of 
non-memh.·rs. the total of such Pun-1rn·mbers' products 
handled by it in auy fiscal j;(•;,r rnu:,t not PXcrf'd th0 
total of similar products handled hy the assoc1atic'n for 
:h own memtwrs during the s:uni·· period 
( B) It may borrow money without 1im1t<,tH•ll a" to 
amount d corporate indebtedness or liability except 
in t'.1c case of associations ()rga111L.erl '" ith cnrital stock 
and may make advance payments and other ach anres tf, 
mem c)E'rS or others. 
\ C ! I't may act as th0 agcHt OJ r,·presentative of any 
members m any of the activitits nwntio1wd in divisiori'i 
(A) and ( n) of this section. 
( D l It may purchase, otlwrwi-e acqu1re, h0ld, own, 
exercise 2 ll rights uf ownership ir. sPll, t rc.nsfer. plerif:!P, 
guarnntPc the pn:.mcnt of d;vi<:r ·ids or interest in, or 
•1uar2ntN~ thP r"tircment or rcd'·n1 n 11,in of shares of 
~:a;::ital st< ck nr L(Jnrls of any t:Pl Pl' rat i0n or assotiabm 
enga~;f'cl m any a•·tivity dirr(tJ} rel'1t<'d t11 the asqor12 
t10n'E; own authon.:t>d activities cJr :n lilc warehousir,g, 
hanrlling. or rnark•:ting l•f any of the prorlucts llanrlled 
·bv the as!>ociation 
·IE J It may establish re&erven and 1mest the funds 
thereof in bonds or in such otlwr propc:rty as is provided 
;n the by-laws 
1 F) Jt may buy, hold, and t>xcrcbc all privilet;e!; of 
ownership ov~r such real or personal property as is 
necessary. convenient, or in<:idental to the conduct of 
any authorized business of the as&oc1ation. 
i G 1 It may establish, secure. own, and develop pa1-
ents, trademarks, and rnpyrights 
I H) It may do everything nE>c:es<iary, suitable, 0r prop 
er for the accomplishment of any uf the purposes enu-
merated in this section, or conducivt' to or expedient for 
the interest or benefit of the as&ui:iation, and may con-
tract accordingly. In addition it may exercise and po~­
sess all powers, rights, and privileges necessary or in-
cidental to the purposes for which thP assodat10n is 
organized or to the activities in which it is tmgag£ rt. 
and also any other powers, rights, and privileges granted 
to ordinary corporations by the laws of this state. e ,·ept 
such as are inconsistent with the t·xprei,.~ provision;; of 
sections J 72!J.Ol to 1729.27, ini:lush«, of the Revised 
Code; and it ma .• · -lo any sul'h 1 hlng auywhere. 
1729.04 Use of wor .... ''r'laperative" 
No person, firm, cor:lo;-ai ion, or association orgvniZ<'d 
or applying t() do business in this state on or after ,July 
17, 192:3, as a farmers' mazi<ding as:-,•ciation for the sale 
of farm J.:roducts shall use C1e word "cooperative'' as a 
part of it:s cQrporate or o' 1-,1:1 busines::. name or titlf', un-
less it ha., complied with sections ! 729.01 to 1729.27, in-
clusive, of the Revised Code. 
1729.05 Number of incorporat1w. 
Five or more p<'rsons, a majority of whom are !'(·si-
dents of this state and engaged in rn: production of agri-
cultural products, may form a non-profit cooperative 
association with or without capital stock, under sections 
1729.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code. 
1729.06 Articles of incorporation 
Each association must pr<~pare and file articles of in· 
corporation which set forth: 
1 :\ 1 ThP name o: the association; -9-
r B; The purpo:1c for whkh it is formed: 
! •, . The p~a,··e where its pnnupal businPss will be 
tran:,ar·ted 
i u r The number of its directors, which must be not 
:(:ss than :h·e· tlie terms of riffiee for such directors; 
awl lhc narnPs and address!'s of those who are to serve 
as directors. either for the first term or until thn f'lcction 
and qualificatwns of their successors, or both. 
1 E 1 If the as-;oe1ation is organized without capital 
::,tu:ck. whethe: the property rights and interests of all 
members are to be equal or unequal: if unequal. the 
'ieneral rules aµpl;cablf' to all members b) which the 
propcrt) ngMs and interest:, of each member are to oe 
dett:rmm(·iJ. and provision for the admi<>::.1on of n !W 
members entitled to shar(' in the property of the ass<i· 
ciation with the old membPrs, in accordance with such 
general rule~. which proviswn shall not be altered, 
amended, or repealed except by the written consent or 
\ ote of two-thirds of the members; 
1 F J If the association is organized with capital stock, 
Uw amount ol such stock, the number of shares into 
which 1t is divided, and the• par value per share; and if 
the ra111tal stock is div;dPd into preferred and common 
stock, a statement of the number of shares of stock to 
which preference is granti .. d. the number of shares of 
stock to which no pn•frrenre is granted, and the nature 
and definite extent of the preferences and privileges 
granted to each. 
The articles must he subscribed by the incorporators 
and acknowledged by them before an officer authorized 
by law to take and certify acknowledgements of deeds 
and comevanc0s. and shall be filed in accordance with 
sections 1 ?oi.01 to 1702.58, inclusive, of the Revbed 
Code When so filed. said articles of incorporation, or 
~·crtified copies thereof, ~.hall be received in all the 
C"ourts of this state as prima-facie evidence of the facts 
t«mtained in them and of ·~he due incorporation of im<'h 
association. 
1729.07 Amendment 
The articles of incorporation of an association may 
he altert>d or amended at any regular meeting of the 
association or at any special meeting called for that pur-
pose An amendment must first be approved by two-
thirds of the directors and must then he adopted by a 
vote representing a majority of all the members of the 
association. Amendnwnts to the articles of incorpora-
tion, when so adopli~d. shall be filed in accorde.:ice with 
sections 1701.01 to 1702 58. inclusive, of the Revised 
Code 
1729.08 Filing fees 
For filing articles of incorporation or amendments 
thereto, and with respect to the issuance of shares of 
stock, an association organized under sections 1729.0l to 
1729.28, indusive, of the Revised Code, shall pay to the 
»ccn>tary nf state the fe£.>s imposed by section 111.16 
of the Rev isect Code upon corporations organized for 
profit. 
1729.09 Membership limited 
( A ) Under the terms prescribed in the by-laws adop-
ted by it, an association may admit as members, or issue 
common stock to, only cooperative marketing associations 
or persons engaged in the production of agricultural 
products for the market, including the lessees and ten-
to its members the resell pnce ~fter deductmg a}1 
ncceFsary sel1i'1g, Q\'erhead, ,rn ' (,1 h('l '-Obt&, such a~ 
interest or dividend& on stock :H•t 'iV.,•e({:ng eight i.1:r 
cent per ~.nnum, reserves for rct i<'lflL <;tock anrl an:v· 
other. proper reserve&, 2.nu ~1ny 11t!'· r de,;ud1:;n<. 
The by-laws or th~ markctrnl,' tonirad 11,a\ !'x :i~ 
liquidakd damages, sperifk : l'a',0 11::hlv ',u•n:-, tu be' :i..11•! 
by the mP•11b(•rs tii the ac,:;.-,cm\.>on u1:un the brt·<tc h h\ 
them of the marl..:eting co~tr:id m lL'\~ar•l to th" ~alt. 
delivery, or withholding of f·rodud:,, or.cl ma;,· furth<•1 
provide that the member •na:v pay all cdt.ts, fJl'('m.1ums 
for bonds, expenses, and f0u;, ;n tase an;, action l'-· 
brought upon the contract h.; the a<,~ueiation. Such 
provisions shall be enforceable m the court-, cif this stat" 
and such provisions for hq1rnl:111 d damages <;hali be 
enforceable as such and shall n0t be 1 t>garde1l a> J1•:n 
alties. 
(Amended Senate Bi!! No. 60) 
Be it enacted by the General Assembi..., 0f the StatP 
of Ohio: 
SECTION 1. That sections 172\l.181 and 1729!J9 of 
the Revised Code be enacted to read as foll<JWs 
Sec. 1729.181 (A) No proees5or. halldler. distributor, 
dealer, or agent thereof who pun habl'S or contracb tu 
purchase milk, fruits, vegetable:>, '>WC('t corn, or otlwr 
canning crops from producers ot :-,u('h raw agnc.:ult ural 
products shall: 
( 1) Use duress against, coPrcP, or bo)'cott producNs 
of raw agricultural products in th(· exercise of their 
rights to ,1oin and belong to c·ooperat1vc agncultural 
marketing associations; 
( 2) Discriminate against producers oi 1 aw agricultural 
products with respect to price, quantity, or quality, or 
other terms of purchase of raw agricultural produ..t!>, 
solely by reason of the producn's membership in or 
marketing contract with cooperative agricultural market-
ing associations. 
( B) For the purpose of enforcing section 1729.181 of 
the Revised Code. the director of agriculture may re-
ceive sworn complaints from affected producers of raw 
agricultural products or the cooperative agricultural 
marketing association of which such producers are 
members, or with whom they have a marketing ' in-
tract, with respect to violations or threatened violallons 
of such section. T•ic director may make all necessary 
investigations, exu '1•inations, or inspections of any vw. 
lation or threatened violation specified in the sworn 
complaint filed with , ; m 1mder this division. 
IC} The director mi1y aftf."r rl(:'ceiving a sworn r.:om· 
piaint and the holding of an informal hearing on the 
charges made in such complaint, hring an action to 
enjoin the violation of any of th·-: provisions of se<:tion 
172!U81 of the Revised Core as sf't 1 orth in such com· 
plaint in the court of corn1non pl' ·1se of the county in 
which such violation occurred. A '>Ummons in such 
action against any defendant sh" 1l be issued to the 
sheriff of any county within thi~ +ate in which liU<"h 
defendant rc>sides or may be sen {•d ~i:. m other 1. vil 
octioni> Actions against different dl•fr11clants may be ro11· 
solidated, in the dis(oretion of the ()Urt, i£ the alk,;t·d 
violations are of the same provision, have occurred in 
the same or an adjoining county, relat<· to the same agri-
cultural product, occurred in the same pr.oduction s~as?n, 
and such consolidation can be made without prejudice 
to a substantial right of any defendant. 
Nothing in this section shall be interpreted m . any 
way to affect the rights of a produ<.'E>l' of raw agri<>Ul· 
tur a! r1r"ri c1ds. '.'1 .0 kt'> not signed a crJntract with a 
tL•lJf'eratP.v ;:~;,( ul'm:;i marketing association, to bar .. 
garn :·., 111;, 1 r1,p :nd1,,,1dually '\.I.1th any processor. A 
pn .. :t"•''·l n,;,.., nut ~hall not ht> required tu bargain for 
an: t•; 111· ; av. <12,i•LUl!ural product requirem(·nts with 
<.tn:> (·uo,1"L1'l\<' auntullural marketrn~ a'>suc:1ation or 
a ... 'io( l'1tlPT1'- 1 L :i,1blii\) u1 a p1oi.:e!>So1 01 }us refusal 
t0 rii•'l'l tl ,, t('! m- :n1d u1nd1!1<>11'> of an) ( oonerativc 
d~l ,, J lt u1 ai mo.1 kt.t1m: :i:o::.ouation pnpo.sed , 1ntract 
:-,h;, l n(lt be li~t' q,retPd a" a boytott or discrimination 
against '. ;ie t%f1l'l at1v<> agrn.:u!tural marketing a:;,soc1a-
i u,n or lt"i DlL\rnlJtir~ 
Si(' liL:f:l J\J WhJe>er violated section 1729.181 of the 
l{•c\ !S(•r\ ('od1· ;,.hall bt• tined not less than fifty nor more 
tlian the hundi..·d rlollar<s for each offense 
1729-19 Cooperation Contracts 
An as:;,oc1at10n may, upon resolution of its board of 
diredors enter into all necessary and proper contracts, 
and make all ner·essar~ and proper stipulations and ar· 
rangements. \\>!lit an) uther cooµerat1n.> corporation or 
nssoriatwn formed 1r. tlm or any other state. for the 
rnuµerative or more ecuno:rncal carrying on of any of 
it::. 11usme.s:, Am t\rn ur more of such associations may, 
oy agreement betv.een them, unite in employing or 
separatdy emplo) the same personnel, methods, means, 
und a~1..ncH.:s for carr:.. mg on their respective businesses. 
Sud1 as!>oe1at10ns. ac.:lmg smgly or collectively, may 
meet m conference with t'<\o or more purcha&ers 0f their 
pr(lducb who arr~ acting collectively, and may at such 
conferen('e fix by agreement the prices to be paid by 
~ud1 purchasers to the association or associations for 
~ud1 products 5uch agreements are subject to section 
1729 20 of the Revised Code. Such concerted action by 
~ud1 purchasers is not a contract in restraint of trade. 
1729.20 Associations and Agreements not in 
restraint of trade 
An assocrntwn complying with sections 1729.01 to 
1729 27, inclusive. of the Revised Code, is not a con· 
~.pmi<.:;>. a combination in restraint of trade, an illegal 
mom.poly, ur an attempt to lessen competition or to fix 
prkN; arbitrarily: and the marketing contracts between 
wch an asi,uuat10n and its members. or any other agree~ 
rnents authori1e<l m such <;ect1ons, arc: not illegal as such 
in unlawful restraint of trade, or part of a conspiracy 
or cornbinatH,n to accomplish an improper or illegal 
purpose 
1729.21 Payment for purchase in preferred stock 
If an asso(Jatwn, organized with preferred capital 
stock, purchases the stoek of. any property of, or any 
interest in any property of any person, it may discharge 
the obligation-. i>O •n<:urrod wholly or in part hy exchan~­
ing. for the acquired interest, shares of its preferred 
capital :.tol'l.: l<> an amount which at par value would 
(•qual the feir niark,·t value of such acquired interest, 
a~ svdi fair m:nket value is determined by the board 
of directors Tlw transfer to the association of the lnter· 
c•st so purd1H'>Cri is equivalent to payment In cash for 
the sharei, of stock w1 issued. 
1729.22 Membership in other corporations 
An association may organize, form, operate, own con· 
trol, have an interest in, own stock of, or be a member 
and demand a special meeting for such b1;5iness. at am 
time, and :mc?l meetings must tbe1 eupon bt> called bv the 
hoard. Notice of every meeting, together with a state-
ment of the purpose thereof shall be mailed to tach 
member at l<.'ast ten days prior to the mepting, un~1:ss 
the by-laws require that such notice may be given ~1\ 
publlcation m a newspaper of general circulation, pur; 
lished at the principal place of business of the a:,,~oc1a­
tion. 
1729.13 Board of Directors 
The affairs of an association shall be managed bv a 
board of not less than five directors, elected by the mem-
bers from their own number. The by-laws may provide 
that 1 he territory in which the association has members 
shall be divided into districts and that the directors shall 
be elected according to such districts either directly or 
by district delegates elected by the members in each 
district. In such a case the hy-laws ~hall specify the num-
bers of directors to be elected by each district and the 
manner of r capportioning the directors and of redistrirt-
mg the tcrritor.}' co'vered by thP asb(lciation, and may 
provide H•at primar)' elections bhal! be held in each 
district to c>l<.'ct the directors apportioned to such districts 
and that tlw result of all such pl in1ary (•lections may bf' 
ratified by the next regular meeting of the association 
or may be considered final as to the ai>sociation. The 
b)-law& ma) provide that one or more directors may be 
appointed by any public official or commission or by 
other directors selected by the mPmbers or their dele-
gates. Such directors shall repre.:;ent primarily the in-
terest of the general public in such associations, and 
need not be members of the association, but shall have 
the same powers and rights as other directors. Such 
directors shall not number more than one-fifth of the 
entire numbc·r of directors. 
The assoc.iation may provide a fair remuneration for 
the time actually spent by its officers and directors in 
its service, and for the servir·ci:. of the members vf its 
executive committee. No dirc<'tor of the association. dur-
ing the term of his office, shall be a party to a contract 
for profit with the association differing in any way from 
the business relations ac·r·orded l'egular members ,r 
hold;rs of common stock of the association or oth~·rs, 
or differing from tf'rms gcm1•rally <·urrent in that district. 
The by-laws may •1rovide that no dinctor &hall occupy 
any officer's position • 1 the association except that of 
president and secreta.1" (11· either, on regular salary or 
substantially full-time p<1.Y 
The by-laws may pro" id" for an executive commit-
tee and may allot to sur:h committee all the functions 
and powers of the board, sul..ijeC't to the general direction 
and control of the board. 
When a vacancy on the 1.ward ocrurs other than by 
expiration of term, the remaining me1·.hers of the board. 
by a majority vote, shall elect a dir'·Ctor to fill the va· 
cancy, unless the by-laws provide r0r an election of 
directors by district in which case the toart1 shall itn· 
mediatP.ly call a special meeting of thf' members er 
stockholders in that district to fill 1 1e vacanry. 
1129.14 Officers 
The directors of an association shall E'lect from their 
number a president and one or more vice-presidents 
They shall also elect a sec·retarv and a treasurer, who 
need not b(' directors or members of the association: 
and tht•y may combine the two otlkes and designate 
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the combined (,ffa<> as that of secretary-treasurer, or 
unitP both function~ and titles in one persc.n. The treaio-
urcr may bE' a bank or any depository and as such, shall 
not be considen'd ai, an officer. but as a function of the 
board of d irrttors. and the secr<'tary shall perform the 
usual ac:counting duties of the treasurer. but th1' funds 
of the a::.soc1at1on shall be deposited onh ai; and when· 
authonzed by the board · 
1729.15 Bonds of officials 
E\ ery 1Jfllcer. employee, and agent handling funds. 
ne::;:utiat_lk 1nc;truments or other property of or for an 
absouJt11111 -,hall extteute and deli\'er adt"'qUafe bond . , 
for tlie !a1tllful performance of his duties and obliga-
tions. 
1729.16 Removal of officers or directors 
A.ny memhcr of an association may bring t·harge'> 
against an ofI1ter or chrector of the a::.so<'iati1Jn by filing 
them tn \.l.l"ltmg \llith the secretary of tht"' association 
tog<'ther with the• pct1t1on, signed b.\ five percent of 
member-'. rrqut·»trng the removal of the officer or direc 
tor in question The removal shall be voted upon at th!.' 
next regular or ~pedal meeting of the association and 
by a vote of a majority of the members, the association 
may remove the officer or director and fill the vacancy. 
The director or officer against whom such charges are 
brought shall be informed in writing of the charges 
previous to the meeting and shall have an opportunity 
at tht• meeting to be heard in person or by counsel and 
to present witnesses and the persons bringing the 
charges against him shall have the same opportunity. 
In case the by-lawi: provide for the election of direc-
tors by <li5tricts with primary elections in each district, 
then the petition for removal of a director must be 
signed by twenty percent of the members residing in 
the district from which he was elected. The board of 
direC'tors sha!l then call a special meeting of the mr.,... 
bers residing in that district to C'onsider the removal 
of the director and at suc·h meeting, by a votl! of the 
may>rity of th<' members of that district, the dire<·tor 
in question i;hall be removed from ofi1cE.' 
1729.17 Actions of director reviewed by members 
Upon demand of one-third of the entire board of 
directors of an ass<Jciation, made and recorded immedi-
ately at the same m£•eting at which the original m'Aion 
was passed, any matter of policy that has been approvl!d 
or passed upon by the board must be referred to the· 
E:-ntirt• membership of the associati<m for decision at 
the association's next special or regular meeting; and 
a spedal me('ting may be called for this purpose. 
(Marketing) 
1729.18 Marketing Contracts 
An association and its members may make marketing 
contracts, requiting the members to sell, for any period 
of time not over ten years, all or any specified part of 
their agrkultural products or specified commodities ex· 
elusively to or through the association or to or through 
facUities to be created by the association. The contract 
may provide, among other things. that the association 
may sell or resell the products delivered to it by its mem-
bers, with or without taking title thereto, and pay over 
ants of land used for the production of such products 
and any lessors and landlords of such land who receive 
as !'ent any of the crop raised on thC' leased premises 
( B) Jf a member of a nonstock association is not a 
natural per~.on, such member may he represented by an) 
individual, associate, or.icer, manager, or member, 1f 
such repreM•ntation is authorized rn writing. 
( c) Any association organized under sections 1729 O! 
to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, may become a 
member or stockholder of any oth<•r associat10n organ. 
ized under such sections. 
1729-~0 Membership, stock ownership, 
individual liability 
(A) When a member of an assoriation established 
without capital stock has paid his membership fee in 
full, he shall receive a certificate of membership from 
the association. 
( B) No association shall issue stock to a member un-
t1l it has been fully paid for. The promissory notes of 
t'·e members may be accepted by the association as full 
or partial payment for stock The association shall hold 
the stock as security for the payment of the note: but 
such retention as security shall not affect the member's 
right to vote. 
( C) No member shall be liable for the debts of the 
association to an amount exceding the sum remaining 
unpaid on his membership fee or on his subscription 
to the capital stock, including any unpaid balance on any 
promissory notes given in payment of such membership 
fee or subscription. 
< D) The directors of the association shall be liable 
only as members of the association 
( E ) No stockholder of the association shall own more 
than one-twentieth of its common stock, and the asso-
ciation in its by-laws may limit the amount of common 
stock which one member may own to any amount less 
than one-twentieth. 
( F) The association shall limit its dividends on stock 
to any amount not greater than eight percent per an-
num; and all its other net income, less specified reserves 
which shall be provided for in the by-laws, shall be dis· 
tributed to its members only on the basis of patrona·,,e 
Aiiy receipts or dividends from subsidiary corporations, 
or from stock or o'. er securities owned by the associa-
tion, shall be inclu•ki in the ordinary receipts of the 
association, an dshall he distributed accordingly. 
( G) No member in al' such association organized 
without capital stock shall bt? entitled to more than one 
vote. 
f H) Any such association organized with stock may 
issue preferred stock which doc.s not have the right to 
vote. Such stock may be solrl to any per~on and may be 
redeemable or retirablfl by the asso1·1~tion on such terms 
as are provided for by the articles ot mcorporation and 
printed on the f11ce of the certificat 
(I) The by-laws shall prohibit th1: iansfer of the com-
mon stock of the association to persons not engagect ;n 
the pruduetion of the agricultural pr• ·1ucts for the mar· 
ket; and such restrictions must be printed upon every 
certificate of stock subject to them. 
( .J ) The association may, at any time specified in the 
by-laws, except when the debts of the association exceed 
ruty percent of its assets, purchase its own common stock 
at the book value of such stack, as determined by the 
board of directors, and pay for it in cash within one year 
thereafter. 
1729.11 By-laws 
Each assor1at10n mui;t, within thirty days after its 
mcorporat10n. adopt for its go\ ernment an<l management 
a cvde of by.Jawi:. not mronsistent with the powers gra:it· 
N.I by <;i•ctions 1 'i2fl Ol to 1729.27, inclusive, of the He-
' 1v~d Code '"!'he \<1Jt1· or written assent of a majority of 
th<· members 1i. n<'C:t>~::.:ir 1 to adopt such by· laws The by-
lav." shall prov1dl' that they may b" amended ar ..• shall 
speufv the V<Jtmg power by whir:h anwmhnents may be 
made It ma:. al'io pr•JVJde for any of the following 
niatti=r!i 
1 A ! The tmw, place, and manner of calling and con· 
ducting the assouation ·s meetmgs; 
'B 1 The number of mem•)ers constituting a quorum, 
I C ! The right of members to vote by proxy or by mail. 
or both, and the cond1tions, manner, form. and effect of 
'uch votes: 
I D l The number of directors constituting a quorum: 
t E 1 The qual!fications, compensation, duties, and 
terms of office of directors and officers, and the time or 
their election and the manner giving notice thereof; 
1 !'' J Penalties for violation of the by-laws; 
1 G 1 The amounts of entrance. organization, and mem· 
hersh1p fees. if any; the manner of collecting them; and 
the purposes for which they may be used: 
c H l Anv amount whkh each member is to be re. 
quired to pay annually or from time to time to carry on 
the business of the association; any charge to be paid by 
each member for ser\'ict·s rendered by the association 
to him, and the timf' of paym(•nt and the manner of col· 
kdion of such charge; and any marketing contract be· 
tween th£> association anrl its members which every mem· 
ber may he required to sign. 
r I ) The number and qualifications of members of the 
association and the conditions precedent to membership 
or to ownership of common stock therein; the time and 
manner of permittmg mt'mhers to withdraw or the hold-
ers of common stock to transfer their stock; the mannf'r 
of assignment and transfe-r of the interests of members 
and of the shares of common stoc·k; the conditions upon 
which and the time when the membership of any mem· 
ber ~hall cease; the suspension of the rights of a mem· 
ber when hi.:' reas<.'s to be eligible to membership in the 
association; the manner and effect of tlle expulsion of a 
member: and the manner of determining the value of a 
member's interest. a11d provision for its purchase by the 
association, upon the death or withdrawal of a member 
or upon the expulsion of a member or the forfeiture of 
his membershifJ. or, at the option of the association, pro· 
vision for suc·h purchase at a pricf• fixed by appraisal by 
the board of directors; but in case of the withdrawal 
or expulsion of a member, the appraisal of his property 
interesto, in the assoC'iation and the fixing of the amount 
thereof in money shall bf' done equitably by such board. 
and such amount shall be paid to him within one year 
after such expulsion or withdrawal; 
< J) Any other provision for any matter relative to 
the control. rl."gu!ation, operation, management, or gov· 
ernment of the associatio11. 
1729.12 Meetings of members or ltockholders 
In its by.Jaws, each association shall provide for one or 
more regular meetings annually. The board of directors 
m11y call a speeial meeting at any time. Ten percent of 
the members or stockholders may file a petition stating 
the sl)('ciflc business to be brought before the association, 
of any other corporat!ons e11gaged in preserving, drying, 
Drocessing, canning, packing, storing, handling, ship-
!-:ng, utilizing, manufacturing, marketing, or selling the 
agr~cu1tura1 products himdled by the association or the 
bY·!'roducts of such products. 
If such other corporations are warehousing corpora-
tions, they may issue legal warehouse receipts to the 
association or to any other person against commodities 
delivered to them, and such legal warehouse receipts 
shall be considered an adequate collateral to the extent 
of the usual and current value of the commodity repre-
sented by them. 
112::.23 !Exemptions 
Any law which is in conflict with sections 1729.01 to 
1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, shall be con-
strued as not applying to the associations provided for 
in such sections. 
Any exemptions under any law applying to agricul-
tural products in the possession or under the control 
of the individual producer shall also apply to such prod-
ucts delivered by its farmer members, as long as such 
products are in the possession or under the control of 
foe ussociation. 
1729.24 Annual Reports 
Each association shall prepare and file with the direc-
tor of agriculture, on forms to be furnished by him, an 
anpual report containing the name of the association: 
its principal place of business; a general statement of 
its business operations during the fiscal year, showing 
the amount of capital stock paid up and the number of 
stockholders, if it is a stock association, or the number 
of members and amount of membership fees received, 
if it is a nonstock association; the total expenses of such 
operations; the amount of its indebtedness or liabilities; 
and its balance sheets for such fiscal year. 
1728.25 Forei1n Agricultural Cooperatives 
Any corporation or association organized under laws 
of another state that are generally similar to sections 
1729.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, 'llay 
carry on any proper activities in this state upon com-
pliance with the general regulations appUcable to for. 
eign corporation& desiring to do business in this state. 
All contracts which -:ould be made by any association 
incorporated under :-uch sections, that are made by or 
with such foreign assoc ltions, shall be enforceable in 
this state with all of the remedies set forth in such 
sections. 
1729.26 Associations organized and contracts made 
before July 17, 1~23 
Any association organized under ;tatutes in existence 
bti>fore July 17, 1923, may, by a maj'>rity vote of its mem-
.13 .. 
hers, be brought under sections 1729.01 to 1729.27, in~ 
elusive, of the Revised Code, through the limitation o! 
its membership and the adoption of other restrictions 
as provided in such sections Upon such vote it shall 
make out in duplicate a statement, signed and sworn 
to by its directt)rs, to the effect that the association has. 
by a majority vote of the members, decided to accept 
the benefits of, and to be bound by, sections 1729.01 to 
1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, and has author-
ized all changes accordingly. Articles of incorporation 
shall be filed as required in section 1729.06 of the Re-
vised Code, except that they shall be signed by those 
who are, at the t!rne of filing, members of the board of 
directors. The filing fee shall be the same as for filing 
an amendment to articles of incorporation. 
When any association can be incorporated under sec-
tions 1729.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, 
all contracts made by or on behalf of such association 
before July 17, 1923, by its promoters in anticipation of 
its becoming incorporated under the laws of this state, 
whether or not such contracts were made by or in the 
name of some corporation organized under the laws of 
another jurisdiction, are bereby validated as if ma'\e 
after July 17, 1923, if they could be entered into under 
sections 1729 01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised 
Code. 
1729.27 General corporation laws apply 
Sections 1701.01 to 1702.58, inclusive, of the Reviled 
Code. and all powers and rights under such flections, 
apply to an association organized under sections 1729.01 
to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, except where 
sections 1701.01 to 1702.58, inclusive, of the Revised 
Code, are in conflict with sections 1729.01 to 1729.27, 
inclusive, of the Revised Code. 
1729.28 Consumers' cooperatives 
An association incorporated for the purpose of pur· 
chasing, in quantity, grain, goods. groceries, fruits, vege-
tables, provisions, or any other articles of merchandise, 
and distributing them to consumers at the actual cost 
of purchasing, holding, and distribution, may employ 
its capital in the purchase of such merchandise as it de· 
sires, and in the purchase or lease of such real and per-
sonal estate, subject always to the control of the stock-
holders, as is necessary or convenient for purposes con-
nected with its business. 
Such association may adopt such plan of distribution 
of its purchases among its stockholders and others as is 
most convenient and best adapted to secure its proposed 
ends. Profits arising from the business may be divided 
among the stockholders from time to time, as the USO· 
ciation deems expedient, in proportion to the several 
amounts of their respective purphaset. 
Un-sM ---~~~~---
11$1.Ntd In furthtrenoe of Cooperative Extension worlc, acts O,M;y 8 .-nd ~une ~. 191~, in coe>iiel'ltloft wftti the U. $. Department of 
Atrlcuttuna. Rey M. Kottman, Director of tht Cooptratlve Extens1 on Sen11ce, The Ohio State University. 
SAMPLE CODE OF ETHICS 
for a 
Cooperative Board of Directors 
(Each coop boa.rd should prepare their own) 
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The Board of Directors believe it to be expedient and proper 
to adopt a Code of Ethics to clarify any uncertainty which may now 
or in the future exist, regarding the authority exercised by the 
board, or individual board members and general rules applicable 
to board members' conduct of Alpha's business. The bounds of 
authority as proposed herein appear to us as a medium by which 
greater unanimity and closer coordination can be effected between 
board members, and among board members, management, and employees. 
The Board recognizes its authority as being limited to es-
tablislum:lnt of policies deemed beneficial to Alpha Cooperative Assn; 
to employing a manager to have charge of the business of the Asso-
ciation under the direction of the board, and to effecting other 
duties as outlined by the bylaws. 
The ~ers of this boa.rd recognize that, except when the . 
board is in formal meetip.g, his authority is equal only to the 
rights authority of any individual member of Alpha Cooperative 
Association. 
The Board recognizes that the bylaws are their instruction from 
the membership for the boards actions. The board shall hire a manager. 
Under the direction of the Board of Directors, the manager or acting 
manager shall employ, supet"rise, and discharge all employees, agents, 
and laborers. 
The Board agrees that while an individual board member may 
diaa~ree with a policy or action adopted by majority vote of the 
?oard, . .Le should support said policy or action as being tM con-
sidered jud~nt of the board. The individual member shall have 
the right and duty to present further evidence and argument to the 
board, and the board shall have the duty of reconsidering upon 
proper e·:idence. (1729 .17) 
The Board agrees that an ind.:f.vi<lual board member shall not 
discuss disputc.:d. board actiQtlS or policies with growers or others 
~cept .for eounael <'!ilw:i then w.!.th the utmost discretion and in a 
~r mueb wi~l fQ&ter. confidenc~ in our Anociation. 
POSITION DESCRIPXION--GENERAL MANAGER 
(Sample Statement of a Cooperative) 
A. Basic Functions 
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The General Manager is responsible for the effective management of 
all affairs of the Association. He plans, directs, and coordinates the 
programs and activities of the Association for balanced, comprehensive 
accomplishment to attain the objectives established by the Board of 
Directors. 
B. Responsibility and Authority 
Within the limits of the Articles of Incorporation, the bylaws, and 
the objectives and policies established or authorized by the Board of 
Directors, he is responsible for and bas commensurate authority to 
accomplish the duties set forth below. 
He may delegate portions of his responsibilities, consistent with 
sound operations and authorized policies and procedures, together with 
proportionate authority for their fulfillment, but he may not delegate 
nor relinquish any portion of his accountability for results. 
He nay, in order to carry out his functions properly, secure the 
services of outside agencies or consultants to examine, investigate or 
facilitate changes in operations, procedures, or methods. 
He will: 
1. Advise and assist the Board of Directors in consideration and 
deterJDi.nation of whatever objectives, policies, and other basic 
controls required for the most effective management of the Association. 
2. Maintain a continuing study of economic, industrial, and tech-
nological developments and trends, and provides the Board with 
whatever forecasts and plans are necessary to assure that all 
phases of Association operations are adequately equipped to meet 
members' needs and take full advantage of the long xange potentials 
of the business. 
3. Defi.ie and recomnend operating and financial objectives; develops 
in conjunction with department heads, short and long term plans 
and programs with supporting budget requests and financial estimates 
for each department, and the Association as a whole; submits 
proposals ~o the board of directors for approval. 
4. Interpret and administer policies established by the board; 
issues stall\!ard practice instructions to meni>ers and department 
heads, and other personn~l affected, to assure uniform inter-
pretation. 
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5. Direct and generally supervise immediate subordinates in their 
performance of assigned duties and in the manner in which they pursue 











Take action to correct unsatisfactory conditions that may arise in 
any phase of operation, and directs whatever action may be deemed 
necessary to accomplish approved objectives. 
Keep the Board of Directors regularly and fully informed of the 
progress and results of Association operations for conformity with 
established objectives, programs, and budgets, and of all important 
internal and external factors influencing them, 
En.sure that the organization structure at all levels of the 
Association are the most efficient for the type of operations in which 
the Association is engaged; plans for changes in the organization 
structure required to adjust to future trends of Association operations 
and secures the approval of the Board when major realignments are 
required. 
See that the organization is staffed with competent people, that 
they are delegated authority, and are compensated commensurate with 
their responsibilities; that appropriate limitations of their 
authority are defined and understood with respect to policy and 
commitments on expenditures and actions affecting personnel. 
Subject to Board approval, authorizes the appointment, promotion, 
retirement or release of management personnel at the department 
head level. 
Direct the administration of the policies and programs for executive 
and managerial coaipensation. 
Ensure that adequate provision is made by department heads for 
keep:ng abreast of the technological and marketing developments 
pertaining to the Association's field of operations. 
Ensure that plant managers and their subordinates are familiar 
with and maintain the standards of grade, pack, and quality which 
have been acopted by the Association. 
Ensure that all f~ds, physical a41sets, and other property of the 
Association are appropriately safeguarded and administered. 
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15. Keep all management personnel informed of matters concerning the 
progress and well-being of the Association and their employment 
with it. 
16. Encourage participation and creative effort by maintaining a con-
structive attitude toward suggestions and by giving full credit to 
subordinates for their contributions. 
17. Provide suitable opportunities for the development of and supervisory 
personnel, both to maintain existing competence and insure adequate 
bases for promotion. 
18. Ensure that members are accorded equitable treatment in their 
transactions and relations with the Association. 
19. Keep the members adequately informed of the affairs of the Asso-
ciation; encourage their participation, see that sound relationships 
are maintained between staff and the members, and that proper 
consideration is given to member complaints and suggestions. 
20. Maintain appropriate contacts and develops necessary relations 
with government departments, industry organizations, labor unions, 
and other organizations which have an influence on the attainment 
of Association objectives. 
21. Be active in his county coop council. 
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COOPERATIVE DIRECTOR TRAINIR; 
All businesses are highly technical today and the hordes of competi-
tion have made it necessary for managers to sharpen their skills and know-
how. However, the training of directors of agricultural cooperatives 
has not kept pace with that of hired management. 
Few coop directors would put an employee on a tractor until he had 
been thoroughly trained and then only with close supervisions for a period 
of time to make sure he can operate it correctly. Too often, all that 
is necessary to qualify for the important position of directing the coop 
business is to get elected. Once elected, it is assumed that the person 
is now a knowledgeable coop director and qualified to guide the destinies 
of the cooperative and safeguard the investments of the coop's stockholders. 
In other words, we are saying to ourselves and to the stockholders 
who elected the directors and whose capital they are charged with employing 
and controlling, that good directors are born; they are not made. This, 
of course, is not so. 
The Parmers Cooperative Service bas found in its work with cooperative 
leaders that most directors benefit from a planned trainirg program, be it 
formal, or informal. With a little encouragement, most directors accept 
training willingly and they and the cooperative both benefit. 
It's your responsibility as a coop director that all directors of 
your coop are trained to discharge their responsibilities with dispatch. 
There are several types of director training that might be employed. 
Informal 
Informal training usually starts long before the directors are elected 
to the B~~rd. The informal training of cooperative directors should 
really begin at the ti!lle they become active !llembers of the cooperative. 
This may well be many years before they are chosen to serve as directors. 
It is an inherent part of an on-going program of the member education 
program of successful cooperatives that touches every aspect of the coop-
eratives activities. It involves continuous participation in the life 
of the cooperative b; the membership. 
Formal 
Director trainh-'8 should start witQ. a careful selecting of u.omineea 
for the position on the Board. This, of course, raises the question of 
what should be the basic requirements for directors. 
Some cooperatives often sclledule training progr81118 for directors after 
their election. These 1JISY be conducted by -.bers of tbe Board of Directors, 
by ktension Specialists or by other outside consultants. It is question-
able w\1,etbex- formal tra!nj,.ng programs for uewly elected coop dir•ctora 
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should be conducted by the hired manager of the cooperative they are 
destined to direct. Director training is particularly desirable for those 
cooperatives that limit the number of terms or years a director may serve. 
However, it also can be used to great advantage by all cooperatives ir-
respective of their policies as to the term directors serve. 
State and National associations with whom the cooperative is affiliated 
may provide director training programs. Some cooperatives engage a manage-
ment consultant firm to annually conduct director training programs. Other 
cooperatives may work closely with the Farmer Cooperative Service or national 
cooperative educational organizations who provide for their directors, 
adequate training to prepare them for their task of directing. 
Who is responsible for the training? 
The Board itself has the major responsibility for planning the 
director training program. The President or Chairman of the Board may 
be in charge or the program may be developed by a committee of directors. 
Managers role 
Good Board-Manager relations are necessary for the success of any 
cooperative. The manager of the cooperative does have a vital interest 
in the training and development program for directors. The manager 
is frequently expected to provide much of the information used in the 
training program. However, he ordinarily takes a more active part in 
informal, or on-the-job training than he does in formal training programs. 
Management's most important function in director development is as an 
operations advisor to the Board. In this way, he can explain the day-to-day 
operations of the cooperative to the directors. 
The manager should be able to give the directors a clear picture of 
the present status of the operation, how well it functions and how strong 
the business really is. 
He should be able to give them sound ideas on the potential of the 
cooperative. He can make major contributions to planning for the future. 
The manager must: 
l. Motivate directors to attend and participate in important 
meetings. 
2. Motiva~e directors to become fully informed about their 
responsibilities. 
3. Motivote directors to accept Board assignments. 
4. Challenge directors to broaden their viewpoints and 
accept the responsibility. 
5. Assist directors in establishing organizational objectives 
and goals. 
6. Involve directors in the decision making for the cooperative. 
Thirty years ago, there were fairly wide margins both in farm. supplies 
and in the marketing of many fa~ products. Farmer cooperativee are 
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responsible to a large degree for reducing these margins. As a result of 
the cooperative movement, the weak business organizations that required long 
margins have been eliminated. The remaining competition to farmer coopera-
tives can provide goods and services that are economically, or possibly even 
more economical than cooperatives, and if so, may put a further squeeze on 
the margins. 
In our dynamic competitive economy, the emergence of new competing 
forces in the market place, increasing size of cooperative enterprises, 
and the intensity of competition, all direct our attention to the need 
for careful thought about how work and people should be put together in 
order to provide an efficient, profitable cooperative organization, able 
to meet the demands of current operation, yet creative enough to antici-
pate and master the future demands and economics. 
Cooperatives and Society 
In Ohio, society has granted to farmers, the right to organize to 
market their products and buy their supplies under the Cooperative Market-
ing Act of the State of Ohio. This Act permits producers of agricultural 
products to work together in improving their marketing situation without 
their organizing being in violation of anti-trust laws in the Valintine Act. 
(This does not mean or imply that cooperatives are exempt from antitrust.) 
This Ohio enabling legislation said in part, "that persons engaged in 
agricultural products such as farmers, may act together in associations 
incorporated or otherwise with or without capital stock, in collectively 
processing, preparing for market and handling, and marketing in interstate 
and foreign commerce, such products or persons so engaged." 
As a safeguard, this enabling legislation has built in a requirement 
such as found in the capper Volstead Act. First, th.at no medler of the 
association be allowed more than one vote regardless of the aJDOunt of 
stock or membership capital he may own, or, second, that the association 
does not pay dividends on stock o~ membership capital in excess of 8% 
per annum. The association shall not deal in the products of non-members 
to an a~ount greater in value than such are handled by it for its members. 
CaP£!:ble Directors 
As farmer cooperatives continue to grow and become an even greater in-
fluence in our economy, the demand will become greater for capable, far-
sighted and active board members to do the analyzing and planning required 
for the succes~ful management of cooperatives. Directors of successful 
farmer cooperatives of the future must devote the necessary time ati11ay from 
their farm to effect5vely carry out their responsibility of director of 
their cooperative. 
CooJ?!r&tives t.esal Fr~mework 
An incorporated cooperative operates within a legal framework made 
up of articles of incorporation, bylaws, arid (in some instances) a 
marketing agreeioent. These documents must be drawn up with care to insure 
that they provide for the kin6 of operation the incorporators Wll'llt an6 
that they meet legal requirements. 
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A corporation has certain legal attributes which are not attached 
to El.n . unincorporated associat:l.on, chief of which are the authorities to 
s11e and be sued, take hold and convey property, make contracts, and enter 
i.nto other legal transactions, in the name of the corporation and to do 
dv:se things without regard to changes in its membership, and therefore 
u:i continue its corporate existence indefinitely even though all of its 
oi·:i.ginal members, or its substituted members from time to time die or 
1H~:~ome legally incapacitated. The charters of all corporations incorporated 
,r;1\,;1;~· the General Corporation Law are unlimited in duration unless the 
n:ti.t.lM otherwise provi.de. "!/ 
"'!'he corporate form of organization carries with it certain definite 
<!5dvaut.ages over partnerships and other forms of uni~corporated associationi:;. 
Chief of which are the convenience of being able to conduct all forms of 
h~H;:1.riess transactions, and own and hold property, in a single corporate 
<.\ir.\M~ .• tJ,naffected by death, legal incapacicy or other disability of any or 
;,,\.!.J. of the members or shareholders for the time being, and the exe1nption 
of t.h<?. shareholders or members from liability for the debts or other obli • 
ft,Hti.o(ts of the corportation." · 
11'!'he life of the corporation is unaffected by· the death or ceasation 
.::f ";;d.etence of its stockholders or members."'!:/ 
.:'.~t!.~ili.!. of ll'l.,C,2!2,0ration 
Articles of incorporation are a statement of the kind and scope of 
!:;11::iineoe the cooperative is designed to do. This statement must be 
:.lt'.Utm up to conform with State laws. It is wise to specify rather broad 
:h'ic.:.n:poratlng authority even though at the beginning services may be 
!:e limited. 
The law outlines the general powers, privileges, requirements and 
r.q;Mt~.zaUonal structure for cooperatives incorporated under it. The 
HTticlea of incorporation are written to fit a particular cooperative and 
;t'~·r~ more specific than the law. The articles of incorporation must not be 
1.rt c;rmflict with any provisions of the law. 
In cQ.se of legal qµestion, the articles of incorporation take pre• 
<!'.l.'l~len«!e C'Ver the Bylaws, and the l<lw under '"hich the cooperative 18 
:tncorporatel. takes p~eceden~e over the articles of incorpot'ation. The 13 .,~rviea. of a competent attorney exoerienced in cooperatives should be ·r.~;1: 11~.,1ed to aid in drawing up the articles of incorporation· 
Cb.ap~er 1729.96 of the Cooperative Marketing Act of Ohio diacuases 
che .articles of incol·poration. 
Ch.l'l.p·ter 1729 .Oi of the Ohio Corporations Law describes how articles 
,,f ir~corporation may be al!)e~ded. It states: "The a.rticles of \ncorpora .. 
·rr·'"'A'ndeuon1 s Ohio Corporation Desk Sook, Section II. 
'ii I.bi<l • 
... ~ ... 
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tion of an association may be altered or amended at any regular meeting 
of the association or at any special meeting called for that purpose. An 
amendment must first be approved by two thtrds of the directors and must 
then be adopted by a vote representing a majority of all the members of 
the association. Amendments to the articles of incorporation, when so 
adopted, shall be filed in accordance with sections 1701.01 to 1702.43, 
inclusive of the Revised Code." 
The purpose of Bylaws is to provide rules for the regulation of the 
affairs of the corporation. Bylaws perform the same function for a 
cooperative that a blueprint performs for a. builder. They are a working 
plan for the corporation. A Bylaw must be general in its application 
and not aim at a particular member. 
The power to adopt Bylaws resides in the stockholders or members 
and they alone have the power to adopt them. However, even where the 
Bylaws are adopted by unanimous consent of all stockholders they have 
been held void if they are in conflict with the laws of the State. 
The members of a corporation and its directors and officers usually 
are conclusively presumed to have notice of Bylaws, and of what they 
contain and hence are bound by them, although, as a fact they may be 
ignorant of them. It is advisable to ~ available to each member of 
the corporation a copy of the Bylaws. 
Legal liabilities may result from a failure of officers and directors 
to observe Bylaws. The directors as well as the managers, are in law 
simply agents, and agents are bound by the instructions of their principles. 
Bylaws are adopted by the members of an association, and they constitute 
instructions, rules or restrictions for the management of an association. 
Chapter 1729.ll of the Ohio Corporation Law sets forth the Bylaw 
Requirements for Agricultural Cooperatives. 
The Director's Authority 
A Board of Directors is a governing body legally created by the 
laws of the state and the corporate papers of the organization and by 
these legal locuments it is given the authority to exercise the power 
of the corporation, limited o~ly by any conditions set forth in the cor-
porations bylaws. 
The ultimate authority of mana~ement of a corporate business, coopera-
tive or general» re9ts with the owners or stockholders. The owners or 
stockholders select and elect members of the Board of Directors. From 
the viewpoint of tt,"' law, the Board of Directors is the real head of a 
corporation, and occupies a posi ':ion betueen tl-ie stocl~tv>lders and hired 
lnanagement. The Botot"d of Di.rectors is not only charged uith the 
responsibility for exercising all the authority of the cor~oraclon, its 
management, the safeguard:lua of its assets and the conduct of its business -
the Board of Directors is in fact, the only group of persons in whom 
this authority is vested. the Board of Directors - actin~ as a_grcup 
is the only bodv of oersons who can lawfullv conduct and manat.e the 
corp2,_ration. (172~.13) 
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In fact, it is the abilities of the men who make up the Board of 
Directors that is the real decisive factor in the growth and accomplish-
ments of any organi~ation. 
Board Functions As A GrouE 
It must always be remembered that the Boa.rd of Directors decisions are 
~roup decisions. The Board is a group; it acts jointly as a Board, never ~s 
an individual. Opinions and actions resulc from the contributions fr~m 
all the persons making up the Board. Therefore, the selection of persons 
to serve on the Board of Directors is an iraportant consideration for the 
owners of the corporation. The action of any Board of Directors is condit-
ioned by the background, experience, knouledge and the attitude of its 
collective membership. The awarer.ess on the pa::t of the owners of the 
corporation, of the obligation or trust which the Board of Directors has 
is probably of foremost importance. I<leally, a Board members position is 
one of trusteeship in watching over the assets of the corporation for 
the benefit of its stockholders. It is necessary that each director have 
~nowledge of the corporations business, its opportunities and limitations 
and of conditions affecting its operations. 
Many corporations select directors uho possess certain managerial 
skills, such as finance, law, judgement, etc. The Cooperative MarketinP, 
Act o·f Ohio reQuires that the direct_,rs of cooperatiyes orga~l.zed und£>r 
this Act be farmer me~bers of the cooe!racivc but does however, provide 
for some directors at large. (1729.13) 
Board Vacancies 
Vacancies will occur by resignation, death or otherwise. It is 
advisable that all vacancies be filled promptly, so that there may 
be at least five directors in office. The law gives the Board of 
Directors the responsibility that when a vacancy on the Board occurs 
other than by expiration of term, the remaining members of the Board, 
by a majority vote, shall elect a director to fill the vacancy, if the 
Bylaws provide for an election of directors by districts in which case 
the board shall immediately call a special meeting of the members 
or stockholders in that district to fill the vacancy. (1729.13) 
Director ~ur lifications 
The Cooperative Marketing Act of the state of Ohio requires that 
the directors be "elected by the members from their own number." 
Additional qualifications for Board of Directors may be set forth in 
the Articles or Byl~ws of the cooperative, so either of these documen~s 
may require a director to possess certain professional, business, 
educational,age re~.-idence, or other reasonable qualifications. (1729.13) 
Whether or not R minor may be a director has not definitely been 
settled in the State of Ohio, but in view of the fact that the laws of 
some other states disqualify a minor and there is no such provision in 
the Ohio law, it may be s.ssuined that a director should be 21 years of age. 
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Non-member Directors 
The Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws of an Agricultural 
Cooperative Marketing Association may provide that one or more directors 
may be appointed by any public official or commission or by other directors 
selected by the members or their delegates. Such directors shall represent 
primarily the interest of the general public in such associations, and 
need not be members of the association, but shall have the same powers 
and rights as other directors. Such directors shall not number :more than 
one-fifth of the entire number of directors. 
Remuneration 
The cooperative association may provide a fair remuneration for the 
time actually spent by its officers and directors in its service, and 
for the services of the members of the executive committee. (1729.13) 
No director of a cooperative, during the term of his office, shall 
be a party to a contract for profit with the association differing in 
any way from the business relations accorded regular members or holders 
of common stock of the association or others, or differing from the terms 
generally current in that district. 
The bylaws of the cooperative may provide that no director shall 
occupy any offical position in that association except that of Presi-
dent or Secretary, or either, on regular salary of substantially full 
time pay. 
Executive Committee 
The bylaws of the cooperative may under the statute provide for 
an executive committee and may allot to such committee all the functions 
and powers of the Board, subject to the general direction and control 
of the Board; however, the acts of such executive, committee, if within 
the scope of the powers delegated it by the entire Board of Directors, 
shall b~ as effective for all purposes as if the acts had been taken by 
the entire Board. The Board of Directors regardless of the powers it 
may give to the executive committee cannot escape liability for non-
performance f duty which rests upon the Board as a whole. (1729.13) 
Directors Meetinss 
The coopP.rative statute does not provide specific times or periods 
for meetings of the Boa.rd of Directors. The Articles of Incorporation or 
the bylaws may provide for the time and place of meetings of the Board 
of Directors. 
Meetings of the Board of Directors should be held as frequently 
as proper attention to the associations business requires. If the 
associations bylaws do not prQVide for regular meetings of the Board 
of Directors, provisions are often made for such regular meetings by 
resolution of the Board of Directors. 
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The Articles or By-laws ma.y provide that meetings of the directors 
shall be held, without notice, at fixed time and place. If no time is 
fixed for regular meetings in any manner above mentioned, the meetings 
of the Board of Directors will of necessity be special meetings. 
If there are no provisions in the Articles or By-laws for time or 
place of holding directors meetings or for giving notice of such meetings, 
it is assumed that the requirements of the general corporation law 
would apply which require \rritten notice at least two days before each 
meeting of the &oard. The notice should state the time and place of 
the Board Meeting but need not specify the purpose unless so required 
by the Articles of Incorporation or By-laws. Notice of such meetings may 
be waived, either by personal presence and participation without objection 
as to the lack or insufficiency of notice of the meetings or written 
ascent filed with or entered upon the records' of the meetings either 
before or after the holding thereof. 
In the resolution of the Board, board meetings may be held at any 
reasonable time or place within or without the state. 
It is customary that meetings of the Board of Directors be held on 
business days within reasonable business hours, although it is recognized 
that many agricultural cooperatives find it advisable to hold their board 
meetings in the evening at a time outside of ordinary business hours. 
The Ohio Supreme Court has said that "Whatever Acts may be lawfully done 
on other days are also la~ful when performed on Sunday or holidays, 
except when and insofar as their performance on those days is prohibited 
by statute." 
Directors Quorum 
the Artie les of Inco'tporation or By-laus may provide for the number 
of directors necessary to constitute a quorum at a meeting of the Board 
of Directors. llnless a Quorum is provided for in the Articles of Incor-
poration or Bv-la~s. a maiority of the wholt authorized number of directors 
is n@cessary to constitute a ouoi.um. except that it is recognized that a 
majority of the directors in office constitute a quorum for filling a 
vacancy on the Board of Dir1?ctors. 
A ma·?r'ty of those directors attending a meeting of the Board of 
Directors~at which a quorum is declared to be present may act for the 
Board of Directors unless the Articles of Incorporation or By-laws require 
that action be taken by a greater number of the Soard members. 
Therefore. if a majority of qualified directors or the specific 
number, if any, spec1fied in the corporate papers do not attend a duly 
called board meetir.~. any business Lransacted by the minority at such 
meetings ia at least voidable. 
Directors cannot vo~e bx eroxx 
., 
tf a qualified quoru~ is present at a properly convened board meeting, 
the majority of these persons ~Y exercise any and all powers vested in 
the Board of Directors. ~re ceases to be a quorum when~ quorum with-
draws from the meeting. It has been held by the courts that the failure 
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of a director to vote upon a proposition before the board, if his vote 
is necessary in order to constitute a quorum, results in no quorum with 
respect to that matter. If the law or corporate papers require for example, 
''a two-thirds vote of the members present," the failure of members 
present to vote, defeats the action if two-thirds of those present do 
not vote 
Action of directors without a meeting 
Since October 11, 1955, the general corporation law of Ohio (1701.54) 
has permitted directors of general corporations to act without a 
meeting, unless the Articles or by-laws prevent such action, if each 
director signs a written statement setting forth the action taken, which 
is then filed with or made a part of the records of the corporation. 
Jt is assumed that sectiont 1729.27 provides for this action. 
Unless the above requirements ~or action ~utside the Board meeting 
can be met - the Board must act as a board ~ither in a regular session 
or in a special session. A director merely by virture of his office, 
has no authority to act for or bind an association except in regular 
or special meetings of the Board of Directors. 
Even a majority of the Board acting as individual directors or in 
a "board meeting' .i.llegal for any reason, cannot take action binding 
the association. Action by directors at an illegal board meeting maJ be 
adopted and ratified at a later legal meeting of the Board of Direclors. 
Attendance at Board Meetings 
The directors of a cooperative are not bound to attend a certain 
number of meetings, yet their absence from meetings can in some cases, 
make them personally liable by the fact that they failed to attend 
meetings and to devote the necessary attention and consideration 
to the affairs of the corporation. It is not possible to define 
how much time and effort a dire~tor must devote to the affairs 
of the cooperative, since differenct cooperatives will require different 
amounts of time. In oµr competitive economy it becomes increasingly 
lmportanL that directors of agricultural cooperatives be willing 
to devott. t•1e necessary time away from their farming operation 
to adequalely direct and manage the affairs of the cooperative asso-
ciation. 
Bonding 
Every officer, employee and agent handling funds, negotiable 
Instruments or otrer property of or for the association, shall 
execute and deliver adequate bonds for the faithful performance of 
his duties and obli~ations. (l,29.15} 
Record of 11.eeti~ 
Courts, in the absence of fraud impeaching the minutes, regard the 
records or minutes at least as prima facie evidence oC the action taken 
by the Board of Directors. 
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It is sufficient if the minutes of the board meetings show the date 
and hour of the meeting and the matters consideredt state the substance 
of the motion or set forth the resolution verbatim and then state that 
it was considered and either that a vote was taken and the results of 
the vote or that certain action was taken by unanimous agreement. There 
is no statuatory requirement that a role call for action be taken by 
the Board of Directors. 
The minutes of the association are the official records of that 
association and are so recognized by courts. It is unnecessary to 
record in detail all discussions and general conversations occurring 
at the board meeting or to set out in detail reports made to the Board. 
If reports made to the Board are written, they may, if so desired, be 
made a part of the minutes by appropriate reference and be maintained in 
the secretary's file. In the case of oral reports, they may be summarized 
or reported in length as the Board of Directors may direct. The Board 
of Directors, of course, if it deems advisable, may order that any matter 
be included in the minutes of their meeting; however, in the absence of 
such instruction, it is customary that only ordinary matters which result 
in action by the Board be recorded in the minutes. 
The minutes should be signed by the secretary of the meeting; this 
person need not be the secretary of the corporation, but must be the 
person serving as secretary. Minutes of board meetings are received in 
the courts as prima facie evidence of the facts as stated as well as of 
the fact that the Board meeting was duly called and duly held and that 
all the motions and resolutions adopted at the meeting were duly adopted 
and that elections held at the meeting were valid, when an original or 
copy of the minutes of the board meeting signed by the secretary is 
presented. Banks frequently require a copy of the minutes of the Board 
of Directors legal meeting covering the boards action authorizing the 
officers to obtain a loan. 
Director's Duties 
It is quite difficult to define all the duties of the Board of 
Directors In general, it can be said that members of the Board of 
Directors are individually and collectively under a continuing obli-
gation to ex~rcise their best judgment and apply such knowledge and exper-
ience as they have in the conduct atld management of the coopera.tive's 
business. They must use good faith and exercise the care which is 
commonly exercised by an ordinarily careful and prudent man under similar 
conditions. 'Ihey must have in mind that they are trustees charged with 
the responsibility o~ dealing with the rights and properties of others. 
Many say that the b-iggest challenge to a member of a Board of Directors 
is that they have tn~ responsibility of ma.king decisions that are 
not based on their own individual interests but on the total combined 
interests of all the mem,bers or stockholders of the association. As 
trustee$, for the shareholders and members of their association, they 
must not talce advantage of their position as director to gain profit 
or benefit for themselves at the expense of the corporation. They 
may receive remuneration for the time they actually spend as officers 
or directors in service to the cooperative and for their services as 
members of the executive committee. 
As individuals, the members of the Board of Directors have no 
authority to act for, or bind the corporation, unless they are duly 
elected or appointed to do so in a legal meeting of the cooperative 
Board of Directors. 
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The director of a cooperative association must use care in directing 
its affairs to keep within the powers conferred upon them by the corpora-
tions charter, by-laws, marketing contracts, if any, and laws of the state 
of Ohio. If directors exceed their authority, neglect their responsibilities 
or act in violation to the provisions of the statute, their charter, by-
laws or marketing contracts of their association, legal liability results. 
Although the director of a cooperative association occupies posi-
tions of trust, responsibility and liability, they are not insureres of 
the success of the association. 
As a director you should exercise the same degree of care in direct-
ing and supervising the affairs of the association that prudent and dili-
gent men would exercise under similar circumstances. A director who fails 
to exercise this degree of care or to be honest and diligent in attending 
to the affairs of the association may render himself liable to the asso-
ciation, to its receivers (if in the hands of a receiver) or to its members. 
The cases are few in which a director has been held liable as a 
result of a general collapse of a corporation if fraud or specific losses 
traceable to specific transactions are not involved. However, a director 
who fails to attend properly to the duties of his office is always con-
fronted by the fact that, generally, he will be held liable for losses 
resulting from fraud on the part of officers, agents, or other directors 
of the association; for specific losses such as one caused by the unlawful 
expenditure or employment of association funds, if the director could 
have been expected to prevent the losses by attending to his duties as 
a director. 
A director is not liable for losses occasioned by the misconduct 
of co-d~rectors when he is without fault. 
Dire~tors can be held liable for losses due to dishonesty of officers 
or employees if they as directors failed to exercise reasonable care in 
the selection of the employees or retained dishonest employees, after 
their dishonesty was known. It is the responsibility of a director, when 
present at a meeting at which time action is taken which he thinks is 
questionable, to vote against this action and ask to have his vote re-
corded in the minute~. He may also file a written dissent with the 
secretary either during the meeting or within a reasonable time after the 
meeting adjourns. lne statute in section 1729.17 provides that in such 
cases, when a dematliof 1/3 of the entire Board of Directors of an asso-
ciation made and rec0rded immediately at the same meeting at which the 
original motion was passed, any matter of policy that has been approved 
or passed upon by the Board tm.ist be ref erred to the entire membership 
of the cooperative association for a decision at the associations next 
special or regular meeting and a special meeting may be called for this 
purpose. 
A review of directors responsibilities: 
l. Directors cannot abdicate their responsibility to direct. 
2. Directors are required to manage the business within the 
boundaries established by the statute under which the 
corporation is incorporated, its Charter, Articles of 
Incorporation and By-laws. 
3. Directors are responsible for securing capable, hired 
management nnd providing this hired management with long-
range objectives and policies to guide them in their de-
cision making and to delegate to hired management, authority 
to perform the tasks for which they have been given the re-
sponsibility. 
4. Directors are required to have knowledge of the corporations 
affairs sufficient to enable them to perform their duties 
effectively. 
5. Directors are required to act in good faith and with 
reasonable care and prudence in handling the affairs of 
the business. 
6. Directors are considered involved as representing a trustee-
ship to the stockholders or members. 
7. Directors must attend board meetings on a regular basis. 
8. Directors may be held financially liable for losses in-
curred by the corporation and in turn, the membership 
of the corporation under specific circumstances such as 
gross negligence or woeful neglect of responsibilities. 
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Kenneth Probasco presented a most important idea about director 
responsibility in his 1972 annual Landmark meeting message: "One thing 
I am st.mewhat concerned about is the future financing of Landmark and 
all other farmer cooperatives. Are young farmers willing to invest more 
in their 1..or >eratives and permit their cooperatives to retain a greater 
portion of earnings as capital? The answer to this question may have 
a lot to do with the future of our Landmark cooperatives. 
At our an~ual management conference in January I discussed this 
subject with our management people. I told them that I had been directly 
or indirectly involved with financing of cooperatives for some 35 years. 
In those early day~ I knew for sure how to finance cooperatives, ten years 
ago I was fairly sure, and now today I'm not sure at all. 
Several things have been happening these past 35 years that have had 
drastic effects on financing. 
First cooperatives have moved from simple services, such as just 
selling fertilizer or buying grain, requiring small amounts of capital, 
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t"o furtht.?r proce1'sin~, <>uch as fertil1zer "1B.nuiat ;,.ur1ni and ,;raJ n s ._ 0 .:-a1;c, 
"Cr>quicin,, i,re3._ c1i110 1.lnts .)::. capit.'.11. 
:::--c .. md, :armers themsel\1es have round their capital re<;uirements 
E·Ccl1..•J :rn.:easc'' <luc r-o increased size of farms and r;reater rnechanizallo, 
\11dc.h ne.111s 1< ·; J,steaJ 0f 1.1ore cap.!.tal available for Lheir cooperati·1es. 
111ird, we· lv'l.';e a new generation 01 young fa.mers who have a 
complelely diffr>nmt attitude toward coopcrativc..s. Too often they do 
not look at coupe1at,vc.:; as ''their's", ur as an J.i1le:;ral part of the 
ia::-m "outside. t'.1eir fence lines", but. in"tead as 1 ,ust anotner place:: 
of business". fhey <lo not hnow ~1hat it i..ias like L>efore fanaers ha·· 
coopi:?r<Jtivcr, to scrvr' at least as ";wjcc cont,...ollers". 
With this kind Ol thinking, the young ::armer oi l'J72, with cxcertions, 
Lend:; to say 11 why should 1 furnish any capital tu a <..oopcratjvc - le· 
the-n sc.t <..a.µit:<1 like any other busincss 11 • 
Some cooperative leaders are beginning to say somewhat the same 
thing. But to go the whole way really means giving up the whole idea of 
Lhe cooperative l~Y of doing business, which I'~ not yet rea~y to buy as 
being good for farmers. 
Now leL's take a look at how cooperatives are meeting their financial 
requirements today and how they night meet then ir, the future. 
There arc three basic ways for any business to 1~et ra.pital - na,;icly, 
borrow it, sell it, or earn it. 
Cooperatives, like any other business, can borrow 'lloney for capital. 
The modern trend is to use thi& source to a greater de:~ree than in 
earlier years, because interest is tax-deductible. rhe two na 1or 
sources of borrowed capital for cooperativer:; are the banks Jor c.oopC'1<:1t ivc~ 
and the sale of debentures to members or the ~cnernl p•lblic.. 
Again, cooperatives, like any other business, can obtain capital by 
the sa •. e of stock, but here there are some real difference::;. The stocks 
cooperati1es sell, regardless of what names they are called, arc more in 
the natur~ cf preferred stocks, usually with a fixed par value and a 
fixed return, as contrasted to the ordinary common stocks of most corpor-
ations which have a fluctuating dividend return and have the possil)ility 
of gaining in '\81.ue based on current profits and/or possible future 1»·01 its. 
One great disadvantage in this source of capital is the high 
tax cost of paying uividends. Interest of 7% on a debenture costs the 
cooperative or the ordinary non-cooperative corporatlon just exactly n 
since the interest .i..s deductible as a <..ost of doing business. 
To pay a sim.il..Lr 7% dividend on capital stock costs i.10st regional 
cooperatives and non-cooperative corporations al>out 111'?,, bcca~se the 
<lividend is not tax-deductible. In other words. out of $14 net profit, 
taxes take about $7, which leaves $7 for dividends. 
A non-cooperative corporation can usually pay a lower rate of dividend 
than the cooperative corporation, because the inv~stor in the non-
cooperative corporation expects a p~rt of his return to come in the form 
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of capital gains through the potential increased value of the stock. In 
the cooperative stock, the investor does not have the chance for capital 
gain, and, therefore, wants a higher dividend rate because that is all 
he is going to get. 
Now let's talk a little about the third method of raising capital -
to earn it. On the surface this would be an ideal way, except for the 
little subject of taxes. 
Of course, any corporation can earn $100 and keep $50 as capital 
at a cost of 50% or $50. Thus to get capital this way costs 10% per year 
for five years and free thereafter, or 50% the first year and free there-
after, or 5% for ten years and free thereafter, etc. 
This system of capital acquisition is available to both the cooperative 
and non-cooperative corporation provided competition will let you acquire 
capital after taxes to any great extent within the competitive price 
structure. 
In reality there is no such thing as "free capital". All capital 
belongs to somebody and should earn a return whether or not that return 
is paid to the owner as a return on money used or paid to the customer 
as a patronage refund on business done. 
In the final analysis, there are pros and cons on all of the various 
ways of obtaining capital - borrow it, sell it, or earn it. There are 
limitations - costs and credit availability - to the various methods. 
The cooperatives of the seventies will undoubtedly have to use all 
three methods of acquiring capital, in balance with each other. 
A fundamental principle for the farmer of the future to remember 
is that if he is going to control his cooperative he must put a reasonable 
amount of capital into it. Like~ise, he must insist that his cooperative 
operate on a patronage refund system paying out or allocating at least 
some o: its profits on a business-done (patronage refund) basis, versus 
a capital ownership basis or his cooperative will cease to work for him 
as a farm..~r (furnishing his inputs and marketing his outputs) and instead 
will work ex1..lusively for those who furnish the capital .... n 
Coops Are Unique 
Cooperatkve directors are amateurs. Amateur directors competing in 
a dynamic comeptitiv· business world with professional directors. You are 
not major stockholdrrs of your cooperative and most of you have a job in 
addition to being director of your Landmark. We assume all of you are in 
farming operations that require y0ur primary consideration. I also assume 
that most of you do .10t have an attorney, an accountant, an economist, or 
other professional consultant working for you who can collect facts and 
data to assist you in making decisions at your board meetings Coop 
directors must be a member of the coop with no requirement as to financial 
investment. Directors of general businesses are usually directors because of 
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their dollar investment in the firm or the number of shares of stock they 
can control. Many o~ these directors occupation is directing and they can 
afford to employ advisors to assist them in managing and safeguardina 
their personal financial investment. 0 
Directors of some cooperatives are striving so hard to become "just 
like all other types of businesses" that they fail to recognize the unique 
characteristics of a cooperative business organization, and basic prin-
ciples that distinguish the coop from other types of business associations. 
As a result of this future they lose the advantages of the unique resource 
inherent in their cooperative. People are a unique resource of a coopera-
tive. 
You are today, much as the founders of your cooperative were thirty 
five years ago, in a leadership position with the responsibility for 
charting a course of action for your coop in an unexplored and uncharted 
sea of competitive business. 
There is no cooperative director of the past who had problems of the 
same magnitude or any more challenging than the ones that you face today. 
In view of these challenges, we must put the cooperative directors role; 
what it is, what it is all about; in proper perspective. There are two 
vast areas of knowledge a cooperative director must master. (1) The 
unique nature of the cooperative. (2) The business climate in which the 
cooperative operates. 
As coop directors you must keep in mind that some of your members 
or stockholders are "with you all the way-win or tie" - but when you 
lose a round they may be quick to say, "You should have known better" 
You will have plenty of support when your position is popular and you 
must have the courage to stand alone when your cause is right but un-
popular. It takes more than courage, however, to be a director It 
takes vision and knowledge. To obtain the necessary vision and know-
ledge, directors must devote the necessary time from their schedule to 
participate in meetings like this. You nnist set aside time to adequately 
collect facts, study the facts and make decisions for the coop. In our 
dynamic e~onomy, there may not be sufficient time to sufficiently ponder 
the quest:on or consult members, but if you are already involved with 
members you Nill know their concerns. 
The acceptance of an obligation by an individual to perform work 
or carry out assignments creates his responsibilities. Therefore, when 
the member of the cooperative who has been elected a director accepts 
the position he impI:es that he recognized the responsibility of the 
position and pledge~ that he will discharge these responsibilities to 
the best of his ability. 
Yes, I said co~~ directors are amateurs competing with professionals. 
But, I did not say you could not play a good game. You can compete if 
you prepare and train -- this you are doing -- you must now use what you 
have learned. Luck can be a factor in the outcome of your encounter with 
the professional directors. Luck is the end result of when opportunity 
and preparedness come together. Cooperatives do have some valuable 
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uniqueness. One is its human resources But like any resource it must 
be effectively handled or it can be a detrir'lent as well as a force for 
positive action. 
Your coop's future is in your hands. 
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THE OHIO COUNCIL OF FAi'J·lER COOPERATIVES 
by 
George Robey, President 
Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives 
The Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives is composed 
of representatives of 17 Ohio Cooperative organizatjons. 
The objective of the Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives 
is: "To plan, coordinate, sponsor, and conduct educa-
tional programs for: Youth, Young Farmers, members 
of the cooperatives, Managers and employees of cooper-
atives, Extension Agents, Vocational Education Teachers 
and other educational interests about cooperatives and 
their role in our dynamic, competitive economy. 
The Ohio Council 0f Farmer Cooperatives has 
contrac t:ed with the College of Agriculture, The Ohio 
State University, to assist the OCFC with its educalional 
program and to enhance the capability of the Ohio State 
Uni11e1 sj ty to disc!wrge i t.s obl:i.gntions in working 
with coope·atives as a part of its total responsibilities 
in Agricu .... 11ui.l !31.1Siness Management. One staff member 
in the Depr .. :t.ment of Agricultural Economics will devote 
approximately 50 percent of. his time as a consultant on 
and coordinator of Educational programs. 
Coop leaders in each county are encouraged to organize a coop 
councjl and to elect one of their Members a County Coop Chairman. 
·rne County Coop Chairman provides the leade>ship for ~ooperative 
educational prograMS in his county. The ~xtension Area Centers 
are the basis for dividing the state into work areas. County Coop 
Chairmen within each of the ten Extension Areas (see the map) elect 
an Area Coop Chairman who works closely with the Consultant-Coor-
dinator and the Education and Youth Committees of the OCFC. 
~~mbers of the Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives are: 
Central Ohio Breeding Association 
Columbus Fruit & Vegetable Cooperative 
Farm Insurance Mutuals of Ohio 
Landmark, Inc. 
Louisville Bank for Cooperatives 
Nationwide Insurance Company 
Northern Ohio Breeding Association 
Ohio Agricultural Marketing Association 
Ohio Farmers 
Ohio Federation of Federal Land Bank Association 
Ohio Federation of Production Credit Association 
Ohio Milk Producers Federation 
Ohio Rural Electric Cooperatives., Inc. 
Ohio State Grange 
Ohio Wool Growers Cooperative Association 
Producers Livestock Association 
The OCFC is a mPmber of the American Institute of Cooperation, 
The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives and The Association 
of State Secretaries of Farmer Cooperatives. 
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COUNTY OR LOCAL COOP CHAI!'J1EN 
by 
D. L. Bourgeois, Vice President 
County or Local (as they can be made up of more than one county) Coop 
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Councils are the foundation upon which the Ohio Council of Farmer Cooperatives 
is built. It is recommended that local representatives of O. C. F. c. 
members meet at a local level periodically. Some county councils are 
made up of local managers, field representatives or agents of o. C. F C 
members. Some county councils also include representatives of boards of 
directors. For the organization of a new county coop council it is suggested 
that the managers, field representatives or agents of O. c. F. c. be 
called together by the County Chairman and the County Extension Agent. 
It is suggested that a Chairman be elected and his name, address and 
phone number be sent to the consultant coordinator in November each year 
1. The Chairmen are liaison between the 0 C. F. C. and the County or local 
Councils, Grassroots Coops and their people. 
2. A must for a local chairman is to set up meetings monthly, quarterly, 
or at lease semiannually and get the local people together for these 
meetings, remembering that all locals could be contacted for helping 
out at t',ese meetings as most of them are affiliate members through 
their State or regional coops. 
3. The local chairman must remember that he can call in University employees 
other th.an Chuck Ingraham and County and Area extension people when 
needed. 
4. The Chairman sh0uld see that the Local Council receives information 
about and sponsor suggested education programs proposed by the 0. C. F. C 
and to help coordinate cooperative educational efforts of Cooperatives 
in the county or local area, 
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'1. ~ ,a:::;ial proiec-ts of a public relations form can also be promoted at 
c:t~ local le\·el by the Chairman and local council. 
[1. cooi.rm.:a""'I should remind the Local Council members, there are no 
1ucs cequir~d for 0. C. F. C. from the local council level and that 
local educat:tonal programs are expected to be self supporting. 
Th.A lc•cl"\l councH Chairman is responsible for keeping the Council in 
... ,perntion. Tn doing this, the main thing is meeting at least twice 
.'\ yE'::ir. One or mot"e of these meetings could be learning about each 
•H.l:·crn coop - resulting in promoting each others coop. 
..... 
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